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Abstract and Keywords
Research on the immigration–crime nexus has reached a point where the overall contours of the relationship are fairly well established, but its details remain opaque. In particular, scholars are only just beginning to explore the various social dynamics underlying this relationship. This essay examines the role that gender plays in mediating the relationship between immigration and the criminogenic qualities of a community and identifies four contexts in which gender roles and stereotypes play an important role in shaping community-level social dynamics: (a) public perceptions of immigrant criminality, as well as policy responses to such perceptions; (b) the connection between immigration policy and community crime rates; (c) intimate-partner violence; and (d) social and political activism opposing the exploitation of immigrant workers.
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27.1. Introduction: Migration, Crime, and Gender

Most discussions about immigration and crime concern the possibility that immigrants offend at a higher rate than natives. Indeed, many people believe that immigration and crime go hand in hand. In the 2010 United States General Social Survey, nearly two-thirds of respondents said that it was “very likely” or “somewhat likely” that “more immigrants cause higher crime rates.” In the 2002–3 European Social Survey, nearly 70 percent of respondents said that immigrants worsen crime problems (Ceobanu 2011). Yet studies from the United States and other Western nations find that, in general, immigrants have lower violent and nonviolent crime, arrest, and incarceration rates than their native-born counterparts (e.g., Butcher and Piehl 1998; Hagan and Palloni 1999; Lynch and Simon 1999). Rumbaut and Ewing (2007, p. 1), for example, report that among US males ages eighteen to thirty-nine, the incarceration rate for the native-born (3.5 percent) is five times higher than the rate for immigrants (0.7 percent). They argue (2007, p. 1) “data from the census and other sources show that for every ethnic group without exception, incarceration rates among young men are lowest for immigrants, even those who are the least educated” (see also Portes and Rumbaut 2006, pp. 194–97). These patterns occur in each of the last three decades of the twentieth century, echoing those observed for earlier periods. As far back as 1931, the US Wickersham Commission concluded that the foreign-born committed proportionally fewer crimes than the native-born (Wickersham Commission 1931).

It is possible, however, that immigration to an area may adversely affect the crime rate independent of immigrants’ personal involvement in crime. Immigration influences demographic, economic, and social structures in ways that may impact overall crime rates, net of any differences in the individual-level offending of immigrants (Reid et al. 2005; Ousey and Kubrin 2009). Thus, even if immigrants are less criminal than nonimmigrants, immigration could increase crime by disrupting social conditions in areas and increasing crime among the foreign-born and native-born alike. Indeed, such speculation underpins early versions of social disorganization theory in the criminological literature (see, e.g., Park, Burgess, and McKenzie 1925). Yet findings from aggregate-level research suggest this is not the case. Immigration is typically either not associated or negatively associated with overall crime rates, regardless of whether the study analyzes immigration and crime across neighborhoods, cities, or metropolitan areas. This is also evident in studies that assess the relationship between crime and immigration over time (Martinez 2006; Ousey and Kubrin 2009; Stowell et al. 2009; Wadsworth 2010).

Notwithstanding these findings, scholars have identified some notable exceptions to the above trends that demonstrate the potentially complex nature of the relationship between immigration and crime. First, there is some evidence that immigrants contributed disproportionately to recent increases in...
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The proportion of youth and urban dwellers among males encourage aggressive policing activity in low-income, minority communities, thus promoting both community antagonism and overzealous police surveillance (Brunson and Miller 2006).

Yet research on the manner in which the gender of immigrants might facilitate—or alternatively constrain—criminal or delinquent activity in specific localities is sparse. One occasionally referenced explanation for immigrant crime hypothesizes that because males commit more crimes than females, immigration to an area increases crime rates when male immigrants outnumber female immigrants (related demographic explanations highlight the high proportion of youth and urban dwellers among immigrants, two conditions also associated with crime). But even acknowledging this approach, which again relies on aggregate-level data, it is notable that sex and gender are, at best, peripheral to the study of crime and immigration.

This essay argues that gender stereotypes and roles are salient to both community-level social dynamics and the relationship between immigration and crime. It outlines four contexts in which research about gender and gendered behavior is likely to yield new insights into the complex relationship between immigration and crime: (a) community perceptions of immigrant criminality, (b) the implementation of harsh immigration policies and practices, (c) intimate-partner violence in immigrant communities, and (d) the victimization of immigrant employees.

27.2. Community Perceptions of Immigrant Criminality

In immigrant-receiving nations, government bodies on all levels have invoked an allegedly positive correlation between immigration and crime to justify laws that target undocumented immigrants (National Conference of State Legislatures 2011). Espenshade and colleagues (2010) argue that a “law-and-order” framework is the most common frame of reference used by community leaders and residents to support local ordinances that negatively affect immigrants and, in particular, the undocumented. In their examination of local rhetoric in communities in California, Texas, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, they find that residents who support these ordinances tend to define undocumented persons as de facto criminals who constitute a threat to the community’s safety and stability.

Studies suggest that this assumed association arises from a number of factors. For example, a rapid and large influx of immigrants into a community may create or intensify fear among long-time residents (Brettell 2008; Furuseth and Smith 2010; Wilson, Singer, and DelRenzis 2010). According to Berg (2010), the reception of immigrants in a community is also influenced by the intersection of the demographic backgrounds of new and existing residents. Thus race, class, gender, and social space may each influence perceptions of immigrants. Consistent with this thesis, Brettell’s (2008) study of two demographically distinct communities in Texas finds that the similarity or difference between the socioeconomic class of new immigrants and existing residents influences public perceptions of immigrants; in one middle-class community, Asian immigrants who shared some educational and class characteristics with residents were generally welcomed, whereas unskilled Mexican immigrants arriving in a second community provoked opposition among its middle- and lower-middle-class inhabitants.

In an analysis of German panel survey data, Fitzgerald and colleagues (2012) report that the more frequently residents voiced preexisting concerns about crime, the more they developed negative attitudes toward immigrants. This connection is strong among politically active persons, suggesting that the media play a role in forging this association (see also Espenshade et al. 2010; Ramakrishnan and Wong 2010). In a study of European attitudes toward crime, Semyonov, Gorodzeisky, and Glikman (2012) find that the ethnic distinctiveness of immigrants is associated with feelings of insecurity among the native-born, whereas Ceobanu’s (2011) analysis highlights the role of prejudicial attitudes toward foreigners (see also Hopkins 2010).

Governments and media may also encourage a view that connects crime and immigrants. Drawing on ideas about “risk society” and “risk security,” Amoore and de Goede (2008) argue that government agencies encourage private citizens to assess the “risks” posed by those living and working around them in a way that is easily translated into a focus on immigrants as a source of such risk. The media help perpetuate this notion. Chavez (2008) notes that in the United States, media images of immigrants, and in particular those from Mexico, have been overwhelmingly negative and often portray...
immigrants as part of an "invasion" that threatens the nation and its stability.

Collectively, these factors may contribute to what Cohen (1973, p. 9) calls a "moral panic" about immigrants and crime; that is, an emotional and unreasoned public response to a "condition, episode, person or group of persons [who are] defined as a threat to societal values and interests" (see also Soberczak 2010). Recent scholarship examines a connection between negative assumptions about immigrants and crime and ordinances that target them. In a study of northern Virginia, Wilson, Singer, and DeRenzis (2010) find that long-time residents pointed to a number of conditions to support their claims of an immigrant-based menace. These common signs of "social disorder" include increases in vehicles parked on lawns; inoperative vehicles; graffiti; traffic offenses; and males living together in houses and apartments, hanging out, and using alcohol and drugs on the street. Similarly, Fleury-Steiner and Longazel (2010) note that the residents they studied in Hazelton, Pennsylvania, framed their objections to undocumented persons in terms of drugs and crime.

Existing research, however, has only just begun to consider the impact of gender on perceptions of immigrant criminality. Romero (2008), for example, analyzed the gendered tropes invoked by the US anti-immigrant group, Mothers Against Illegal Aliens. Romero argues that the group's rhetoric dehumanizes and rhetorically criminalizes immigrant mothers by framing them as gold diggers who instrumentally use their children for self-serving and illegitimate ends. But neither Romero nor other scholars have investigated the implications of such gendered tropes for the immigration–crime nexus or otherwise examined the relationships among immigration, gender, and public policy in any particular community.

The omission is unfortunate, because women constitute an important component of both licit and illicit migrant flows (Calavita 2005; Lutz 2011; Hartry 2012). As of 2008, the United Nations estimated that women constituted 49 percent of all international migrants, more than 50 percent of migrants to Europe, and almost 50 percent of migrants to the United States (United Nations Population Division 2008). Similarly, the Pew Hispanic Center estimates that, as of 2004, women constituted about 48 percent of current US migrant flows, as well as 42 percent of migrants from Mexico to the United States (Fry 2006). Female migrants often establish families in their destination communities. In the United States, for instance, female immigrants are more likely to be married than their native-born counterparts, and the fertility rate for female immigrants is 33 percent higher than that for native-born US citizens (Pew Hispanic Center 2011). Immigrants without a proper legal status are also likely to form families in their destination country; 46 percent of unauthorized immigrants in the United States have minor children residing in their homes (Passel and Cohn 2011; Taylor et al. 2011).

Female immigrants, and the gendered roles they perform in communities, help stabilize immigrant populations, making them more family oriented and settled (cf. King, Massoglia, and Macmillan 2007). Many female migrant workers find jobs in domestic settings (Anthias and Lazaridis 2000) and, at least in the United States, are more likely than males to be homemakers (Hartry 2012). In southern Europe, by contrast, a greater proportion of female immigrants are generally economic migrants (see, e.g., Calavita 2005), but many of these women are employed in the service industries (Rubin et al. 2008). Whether employed or not, female immigrants are often tasked with performing certain domestic jobs or familial chores. For female immigrants with families, this may include personal domestic tasks, such as taking care of children and transporting them to local schools and community events (e.g., sports), as well as participating in community organizations such as churches and migrant organizations, shopping in community stores, and interacting with neighbors (Zhou 2009). These activities establish markers of integration into community life, making the immigrants living in these places less threatening to long-time residents and perhaps making them distinguishable from negative media depictions of "illegal aliens."1

Rodriguez (2008) highlights the role of immigrant women and children in molding public perceptions about sanctuary-type laws passed in the 1980s and 1990s in response to the displacement of people fleeing civil wars in Central America. City governments in places such as New York and San Francisco—cities with long-standing immigrant populations as well as an influx of these refugees—enacted laws that limited the capacity of city workers to provide information about the immigration status of residents to the federal government. Rodriguez contends that such ordinances reflected a desire by governmental authorities to encourage immigrant newcomers to trust the police and the city more generally. Authorities in these cities did not construct the Central American immigrants, many of whom came with their families, as foreign and risky outsiders but instead as prospective residents who desired law and order and could be counted on to provide important information to the police, so long as they trusted city authorities.

When immigrants to a community are not perceived in a threatening manner, local policymakers are less likely to demonize or try to criminalize their behaviors and practices (Brettell 2008). Just as important, recent criminological research demonstrates that gender is key to public and peace officers’ perceptions of criminality. Brunson and Miller (2006), for example, find that police in minority neighborhoods act out a symbolically gendered violence against male residents. Police officers often presumptively assume these males are guilty and aggressively handle them when they arrest them in public places. Females, by contrast, become targets for aggressive policing only when they are in the company of suspect males or when they defy gendered expectations. While immigrant mothers may be presented as poor mothers who want to cheat the immigration laws (Romero 2008), they do not generate the same level of fear in communities or the same level of policing activity.

Trager’s (2012) analysis of five years of public debate over immigration-related proposals during city council meetings in one southern California city provides additional evidence that long-time residents evaluate the danger of immigrant newcomers in part based on the presence of women and family units in the immigrant community. Many residents who spoke at these meetings opposed ordinances that targeted undocumented persons—such as a
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Gender and the family composition of immigrants play an important role in the immigration–crime equation. Romero’s (2008) study of Mothers Against Illegal Immigrants, with its focus on the public presentation of images invoked with respect to female immigrants, provides an example of how gender can be incorporated into research about immigration and criminality. However, the full impact of gender (and families) on legal consciousness in immigrant-receiving nations should be explored at the community level itself. While images promulgated on the Internet or in the media provide raw material out of which political statements can be fashioned, it is the actual use of such images in local politics that provides the best gauge of sociopolitical sensibilities of social actors in specific places and thus the best guide as to the manner in which gender influences shared understandings of immigration and crime as well as policy responses to these understandings.

27.3. The Criminogenic Impact of Harsh Immigration Policies

A second area in which gender plays an important role in the immigration–crime equation concerns policies that involve the increased use of detention or deportation for many nonviolent criminal offenses and even for noncriminal acts. Koulish (2010) argues that the combination of anxieties arising out of perceived threats to national security and the depicted menace of new immigrants encourages the implementation and public acceptance of a neoliberal security regime—a regime that claims to promote a greater sense of public safety by increasing surveillance of noncitizens and greater use of detention and deportation. The result in the United States has been governmental policies that rely on the criminal justice system to identify high-priority (immigrant) targets, as well as to ease the detention and deportation of such targets (Chacon 2009; Koulish 2010). Moreover, such targeting (and detention/deportation) has been expanded through agreements between federal authorities and local law enforcement organizations, as well as through technological links between local law enforcement and federal agencies (Hartry 2012).

While deportation as a strategy for dealing with “outsiders” is not new (Hing 2004; Kanstrom 2007; King, Massoglia, and Uggen 2012), Motomura (2006) argues there has been a fundamental shift in the United States in overall attitudes toward immigrants, a shift from a view of immigrants as “Americans in waiting” to one that sees them as fully distinguishable from US citizens. This shift legitimizes disparate legal treatment for immigrants and the use of deportation to address concerns about local and national security. Figures from the US Department of Homeland Security indicate that annual removals of immigrants doubled between 2001 and 2010, reaching a figure of almost 400,000 (Office of Immigration Statistics 2011).

One consequence of this modern-day “deportation nation” (Kanstrom 2007) is an increase in the detention and deportation of parents of minor children (Hagan, Castro, and Rodriguez 2010). This development adversely affects the remaining family members, creating an environment in which antisocial behavior becomes more likely among the children left in the home, regardless of their citizenship or immigration status. Research old and new demonstrates that the children of immigrants have a difficult time adjusting to life in their country of residence and are at risk for antisocial and even criminal behaviors, even when both parents are present (Taft 1933; Tonry 1997; Morenoff and Astor 2006). Yet children who grow up with strong familial and (co-ethnic) community support tend to adjust better to life in their new country, whereas children who lack this support are more likely to deemphasize their cultural heritage in order to adopt new lifestyle patterns. Such “assimilated” youth are more at risk for antisocial and criminal behavior in their community of residence (Lee 1998; Portes and Rumbaut 2006; Zhou and Bankston 2006; Rumbaut and Ewing 2007). This cultural dissonance only increases if children begin to view detained or deported parents as failed immigrants or criminals (Dreby 2012).

Finally, these risks are exacerbated when children are removed from their parents and placed in foster care. Whereas the majority of immigrants detained and deported in the United States are male (Dreby 2012), Hartry (2012) argues that the recent linking of the criminal justice and immigration systems has made unauthorized female immigrants increasingly vulnerable to detention and deportation. Because minor children, including those born in the United States, are most likely to be in the day-to-day care of their mothers, the detention or deportation of immigrant mothers will often result in the placement of their children in foster care and might even result in the termination of the mother’s parental rights (Race Forward [formerly Applied Research Center] 2011; see also Rabin 2009). Indeed, the Women’s Refugee Commission (2010) cites a Department of Homeland Security release indicating that 108,000 alien parents of US citizen children were removed between 1998 and 2007. Race Forward (2011) estimated that, as of 2011, at least 5,100 children currently living in foster care were there because their parents had been detained or deported; they expect this number to triple by 2015.
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By making the necessary connections, we can begin to unravel the relationship between immigration and community crime. While some scholars have argued that immigration contributes to community crime (Portes and Rumbaut 2001; Baca Zinn 2012; Hagan 2006), this assumption has not been systematically examined. Research in the past has often focused on the community characteristics or individual traits of immigrants, rather than on how the dynamics of immigration enforcement interacted with community dynamics. In the remainder of this chapter, I provide an overview of the role of gender in how immigration enforcement practices impact community crime.

27.4. Intimate-Partner Violence

According to a report by the National Institute of Justice, immigrants are less likely than their native-born counterparts to report criminal victimization to the police (Davis and Erez 1998). Horowitz (2001) attributes the underreporting to a number of factors, including the fear that contacting local police could result in deportation, the fear that local offenders are connected to crime rings at home, and the belief that certain types of crime are family matters. Immigrant males’ greater involvement in public life and, in particular, in situations involving other males may result in more frequent criminal victimization of some types (e.g., stranger assaults, robbery; see Bucher, Manasse, and Tarasawa 2010; Zatz and Smith 2012). In contrast, female immigrants may be more vulnerable to other types of violence, especially intimate-partner violence. According to the National Institute of Justice report, police chiefs, prosecutors, and court administrators from the fifty largest US cities, domestic violence is the least reported crime.

Estimates suggest that roughly one in four women in the United States is a victim of intimate-partner violence (Tjaden and Thoennes 2000, p. iv; Secure Communities 2011). These estimates are much higher than those reported by women in general, and they are especially high for immigrant women. In fact, immigrant women are at greater risk of intimate-partner violence than native-born women, even when controlling for factors such as age, education, and income (Baca Zinn 2012; Portes and Rumbaut 2001). This is probably due to a combination of factors, including cultural norms, economic factors, and gender roles.

Once placed in foster care, the children of immigrants must make the transition to adulthood without the guidance of their families or (often) other members of the immigrant community to which they had theretofore belonged. Portes and Rumbaut (2001) demonstrate that second-generation youth from nonintact families are more likely to experience maladjustment, dissonant acculturation, and depression. These can increase young people’s participation in countercultures and antisocial behaviors, thereby raising their potential for delinquent or criminal behaviors (see also Portes and Rumbaut 2006). By increasing rates of detention and deportation, and especially by bringing more females into the “crimmigration complex,” the government unintentionally generates a more criminogenic social environment in immigrant communities (see also Race Forward 2011).

Aggressive immigration enforcement policies may further promote antisocial and criminal activity within communities in a second way that implicates gender, or at least the gendered composition of immigrant communities. Research suggests that communities that regulate or target immigrants—as is currently happening in many US communities (Chacon 2008)—also undermine community cohesion and community policing efforts. The effectiveness of community policing depends on the willingness of community residents to work closely with police to proactively minimize or remove threats before they harm the community. The trust that such programs require is built through police involvement in the local community, including making presentations at schools, becoming involved in church and local civic organizations, and being willing to help resolve local disputes and problems, including locating truant students and intervening in domestic disputes (Bureau of Justice Assistance 1994; Nicholl 1999). Stable families and strong neighborhoods, both of which contain a mix of males and females and the gendered roles they play, are ideal community units with which the police can work to establish the necessary relationship of trust for community policing policies to be successful. Not surprisingly, Vélez and Lyons (2012) report a negative relationship between immigrant presence and crime in neighborhoods where immigrants have strong ties to clergy, school officials, and social service providers. Women’s comparatively greater involvement in these activities—particularly through gendered family roles—underscores how they potentially promote prosocial community activity.

By contrast, when communities enforce laws or ordinances that disadvantage immigrants, immigrants in the community become more apprehensive and reluctant to interact with governmental authorities. Decker and colleagues (2009) report that a majority of US police chiefs interviewed believed that immigrants were less likely to contact police as victims of, or witnesses to, a crime if they understood local officers to be authorized to enforce federal immigration law. Along these lines, the Task Force on Secure Communities (2011) concedes that one of the unintended consequences of local officers holding immigrants on federal detainers is a reduction of immigrants’ trust in the local police and the disruption of police–community relationships (also see Romney and Chang 2012).

Trager (2012) finds evidence of these same developments in his research on city council discussions about immigration-related ordinances. During public debates, a number of community residents argued against proposals to increase local policing of immigrants because they believed that these practices would create fear in the community, undermine police–community relations, and open up the community to more, not less, crime. These residents argued that the lack of trust in the police makes immigrants and immigrant communities more desirable targets or “magnets” for criminal activity and victimization. Other residents pointed out that nonworking immigrants, and in particular women and mothers, had become afraid to leave their houses and interact in public, reducing the integration of such persons into the community and its social institutions.

In sum, the manner in which gender mediates between governmental immigration policies and community crime relates, in large part, to the gendered family roles played by immigrants. Because the gendered roles played by women (in particular) include child-rearing responsibilities as well as interfacing with many social institutions, the social incapacitation (or deportation) of female immigrants is likely to diminish both (a) the ability of their children (if they have any) to successfully navigate the transition to adulthood in their country of residence and (b) community collaboration with police and other local institutions. To further explore these issues, scholars would benefit by investigating more fully the relationships between local immigration enforcement practices and immigrant family cohesion and involvement in (and with) community institutions. Such investigation will provide a means to evaluate more subtly the immigration–crime nexus, as well as its causal underpinnings.
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...Williams, McKelvey, and Frieze this volume). Yet statistical information on the number of immigrant women who experience such violence is less well known (Menjivar and Salcido 2002). According to Raj and Silverman (2002a, p. 368), a review of the literature reveals “a paucity of research on both the prevalence of IPV [intimate-partner violence] in immigrant communities and how immigrant status impacts a woman’s risk for abuse.” Still, some important work has been done. Small sample studies of Latina, South Asian, and Korean immigrants find that 30 to 50 percent of these women report they had been sexually or physically victimized by a male intimate partner (Song 1996; Dutton, Orloff, and Hass 2000; Raj and Silverman 2002b). Other research finds that immigrant women are disproportionately represented among female victims of male-partner perpetrated homicide (Frye, Wilt, and Schomberg 1999; Vives-Cases et al. 2008), suggesting that severity as well as prevalence of intimate-partner violence may be higher among immigrant women (see also Raj and Silverman 2002a).

According to Menjivar and Salcido (2002), immigrant-specific factors exacerbate the already vulnerable position, as dictated by class, gender, and race, of immigrant women in domestic violence situations. One such condition is language. Menjivar and Salcido (2002) maintain that women who do not speak the native language are much less likely to reach out and seek help in the case of intimate-partner violence. Language barriers also make it a challenge to acquire helpful information or discern proper reporting procedures. Ganatra (2001) documents this pattern in an analysis of battered Asian immigrant women in the United States. He argues the inability to read and speak English fluently means that many of these women may not know that intimate-partner violence is a crime or that antidomestic violence services exist because most of the literature and services are directed toward English speakers (see also Kasturirangan, Krishnan, and Riger 2004). In the United States, limited English ability also hinders victims’ ability to seek assistance from the police, an attorney, a shelter, or a service agency—help that is essential in leaving a violent home.

Immigrant women’s isolation may also increase the likelihood of domestic violence (Menjivar and Salcido 2002). For many women, resettlement results in a reduction or complete loss of the social support previously provided by extended families and communities (Kasturirangan, Krishnan, and Riger 2004). In a study of South Asian immigrant women, Raj and Silverman (2002b) report that more than half of the sample had no family in the United States. This isolation makes it easier for women’s partners to sequester them and control their lives both emotionally and physically. Consistent with this argument, Sokoloff and Pearce (2011) find that immigrant intimate-partner violence is less frequent in Baltimore neighborhoods with larger numbers of immigrants, perhaps because women are less isolated. Intimate partner violence may also be influenced by economic status. Men may feel that their authority is reduced when their partners experience an increase in earnings and economic status. They may use violence to reestablish their position of dominance in the family (Lee 2000) or out of a sense of shame (Raphael 2001; see also Macmillan and Gartner 1999).

Legal status may also influence victimization, and vulnerability is likely greatest for women whose legal status is linked to their partners. In this situation, partners can use their spouses’ legal status as a form of blackmail by threatening to contact immigration authorities if they report their victimization (Raj and Silverman 2002a; Kasturirangan, Krishnan, and Riger 2004). Victimized immigrant women are thus left with a dilemma: Live with their abusive partners in the hope of gaining legal status or leave their abusers and risk deportation. This condition is especially acute for refugee women who, by and large, are sponsored by their husbands.

Immigrants’ cultural backgrounds may also influence intimate-partner violence. Many immigrant women use their home country as a frame of reference for understanding intimate-partner violence; yet many emigrate from countries in which domestic violence is not a crime. As well, many immigrants leave societies where norms and traditional gender roles may facilitate abuse (Dasgupta 1998; Perry, Shams, and DeLeon 1998; Bui and Morash 1999; Perilla 1999; Morash, Bui, and Santiago 2000; Tran and Des Jardins 2000). Ganatra (2001) argues that several cultural norms and values in Asian cultures contribute to intimate-partner violence against women and discourage victims from seeking assistance from outsiders. These include greater respect for men compared to women; an expectation that family interests trump individual needs; the emphasis on “keeping face”; the view that because the individual is an extension of the group, a family member’s guilt or shame shifts to the entire family; the belief that domestic violence is a private issue; and the chastising of women who openly confront their husbands’ abusive behavior. Consistent with this “cultural” hypothesis, studies of Asian and Middle Eastern immigrant communities find that both men and women believe that if women do not stay within their prescribed roles, it is culturally acceptable for men to “discipline” them using physical abuse (Huisman 1996; Song 1996; Kulwicki and Miller 1999).

In addition, gendered expectations may be to blame for perpetuating intimate-partner violence against women. In particular, some scholars point to the difficulty many immigrant males have in meeting cultural definitions of masculinity (Foner 1999, p. 262). Immigrants from such diverse locations as the Dominican Republic and Vietnam (as well as many people in the United States) assign status to males who support their families financially. In addition, gendered expectations may be to blame for perpetuating intimate-partner violence against women. In particular, some scholars point to the difficulty many immigrant males have in meeting cultural definitions of masculinity (Foner 1999, p. 262). Immigrants from such diverse locations as the Dominican Republic and Vietnam (as well as many people in the United States) assign status to males who support their families financially. As immigrants, however, men often have more limited opportunities than their spouses and may respond to this reversal in status through aggression and sexual violence, even when their spouses reported that no such violence had occurred in their country of origin (Bourgois 1996; Ong 2003; Bui and Morash 2008; see also Gupta et al. 2010).

Other factors that may discourage immigrants from reporting intimate-partner violence include community pressure to present a positive image or to counter negative stereotypes (Dasgupta 1998; Kasturirangan, Krishnan, and Riger 2004). Ganatra (2001, p. 123) argues that many Asian American communities see calling attention to domestic violence as an attack on the “integrity of the community.” If these communities do acknowledge domestic violence, they tend to dismiss it as an abnormality or an unfortunate response by men to social factors. According to Ganatra, these communities imply...
that stress associated with employment, poor English language skills, alcoholism, or nagging wives is the main source of men’s abuse of their intimate partners. Through these rationalizations, communities treat abusive men as victims rather than perpetrators and deny that the family, its highly valued institution, is a source of violence.

Nevertheless, Dasgupta (1998) cautions against exaggerating the role of culture when discussing intimate-partner violence (see also Sokoloff and Dupont 2005), and it is important to underscore that cultural practices and beliefs can also protect immigrants from intimate-partner aggression (Kantor, Jasinski, and Aldarondo 1994; Dasgupta and Warrier 1996; Raj and Silverman 2002a; Kasturirangan, Krishnan, and Riger 2004). Compelling research on intimate-partner violence among immigrants recognizes this and explicates the ways in which cultural as well as structural factors contribute to and discourage domestic violence and its reporting.

While extant research on intimate-partner aggression in immigrant households has provided a good deal of information about the nature and domestic violence in these households, scholars have yet to integrate these findings into the broader analysis of immigration and crime. Some research demonstrates that recent immigrants are less likely to engage in intimate-partner violence than either native-born persons or immigrants who have lived in the United States for at least six years (Gupta et al. 2010). The interpersonal, social, and community dynamics behind this disparity must be more fully explored. In addition, given the unique vulnerabilities of many immigrant women and the many mandatory arrest laws in the United States, research on the proportion of immigrant crime represented by domestic violence should be explored to gain a better understanding of the place of intimate-partner aggression in the overall immigration–crime nexus.

### 27.5. Work-Related Victimization and the Import of Political Activism

An extensive body of scholarship documents the ways in which immigrants’ precarious legal and social status makes them vulnerable to unfair working conditions, illegal labor practices, and victimization by employers (Harwood 1986; Heyman 1995; Garcia 2006; see also De Genova 2002; Abrego 2009; Bucher, Manasse, and Tarasawa 2010). A study of US day-laborers, for example, finds that just under half said that employers had stolen their wages, and 18 percent reported that employers had assaulted them, most often during a confrontation over workers’ requests for payment for work completed (Valenzuela et al. 2006).

Employer exploitation is particularly common in service industries, many of which are gendered, such as domestic child care, garment manufacturing, and janitorial services. In a study of the transnational care economy in Europe and the immigrant women who work within it, Lutz (2011, p. 100) notes that the relationships between immigrant maids and their employers cannot be “shoehorned into a straightforward exploiter–exploitee scheme.” Nonetheless, these relationships are inherently asymmetrical and involve situations in which undocumented workers are loath to draw attention to themselves or their situation. These relationships typically involve racialization and cultural imperialism in which the cultural practices of the immigrant workers are used, in part, to justify their subordination (also see Calavita 2005). Scholars have tied employer exploitation to global business developments and the neoliberal economy (see, e.g., Whalen 2002), as well as to country-specific legislation. For example, Calavita (1989) notes that the 1986 US Immigration Reform and Control Act made it illegal to hire undocumented workers. However, it also legalized many undocumented agricultural workers and allowed agribusiness to import additional “temporary” workers. Although the Immigration Reform and Control Act symbolized the government’s commitment to reduce undocumented workers in the workforce, it instrumentally ensured a constant supply of labor to important business interests and in so doing guaranteed the continuing illegitimacy—and the political and legal powerlessness—of future undocumented immigrants. The bill provided a continual supply of low-cost laborers for agricultural employers but also increased workers’ vulnerability to employer–exploitation and gave them little bargaining power (Calavita 1989).

In a second study, Calavita (1996) examines the rhetoric behind Proposition 187, a 1994 California ballot initiative that ostensibly would have denied all public benefits to undocumented persons in the state and required schools to identify students who had undocumented parents. Calavita notes that proponents presented the proposition as a symbolic gesture, claiming that the courts would never let it take effect. However, she argues that the instrumental intent of the proposition was to mark undocumented persons as being outside of the political community. She demonstrates that although the proposition was declared illegal by the courts, its passage increased undocumented persons’ vulnerability to unfair employer practices.

But because such exploitation is gendered in practice, it has an additional impact that might, ironically, help reduce criminal activity in immigrant communities. Recent research describes the labor activism that has developed around the exploitation of immigrants in certain occupations dominated by female labor (Vellos 1996; Anderson 2001; Louie 2001; Freeman et al. 2003; Chuang 2010). Louie, for example, details the experiences of members of several US women’s immigrant worker groups in their struggle against unfair labor practices. Other projects combine research and advocacy. A US study promoted by the National Domestic Workers Alliance and the Center for Urban Economic Development outlines the vulnerabilities of domestic workers and provides recommendations to reduce such vulnerabilities (Burham and Theodore 2012). Similarly, groups such as the American Civil
Liberties Union and the National Immigration Law Center have developed informational materials that inform immigrant workers of their rights (American Civil Liberties Union 2010; National Immigration Law Center 2011), and scholars such as Chuang (2010) point to strategies for targeting employers who are not amenable to legal accountability. While these activities have not eliminated employer abuses against female employees, employer awareness of them may discourage illegal labor practices (but see Chen 2009). They have, in some instances, also resulted in legal and political protections. Burnham and Theodore (2012) point to the New York State legislature’s passing of the Domestic Workers Bill of Rights in 2010—after six years of lobbying by domestic worker organizations—as one example. Scholars and nonprofit groups, in other words, are not only involved in the process of delineating employer malfeasance with respect to immigrants; they often contribute to an activist agenda that seeks to protect immigrant workers from employment and criminal abuses. Their research suggests a degree of political awareness by both members of the affected immigrant groups and the public at large.

Just as important, however, is the political consciousness developed through the organizing efforts themselves, a consciousness that is likely to promote prosocial activity within the immigrant community. Substantive political participation—in this case, through involvement in labor activism—is one important indicator of the health of a minority community (Junn 2000). It can be a precursor of general social acceptance and help establish prosocial community political alliances (Fong 1994; see also Levine 2008). Immigrants who become politically engaged may also encourage other immigrants to increase their own political participation, thereby reducing the likelihood of criminal activity in the community. As Rumbaut (2008) explains, antisocial “integration” is most likely when immigrants and second-generation youth are racialized to the point of sociopolitical exclusion.

To this point, scholarship on the immigration–crime relationship has neglected both the direct and the indirect impacts of such activism on community-level crime. Accounting for such activism, including its gendered distribution, can create a more nuanced understanding of the immigration–crime nexus.

27.6. Conclusion: The Need to Account for Gender and Other Complexities in Evaluating the Relationship Between Immigration and Crime

In the past few decades, scholars have contributed a great deal of insight into the nature and quality of the immigrant experience. As Coutin (2011) notes, scholarship with respect to immigrants has flourished. This is equally true for research on the relationship between immigration and crime. Findings on the immigration–crime nexus debunk popular perceptions and stereotypes that immigrants are more likely to engage in crime relative to their native-born counterparts and that areas with high concentrations of immigrants tend to have higher crime rates.

As this essay also makes clear, however, much remains to be studied. Research into a variety of social, cultural, legal, and political factors is needed to enhance current understandings of the immigration–crime nexus. Gender may be one of the most important of these factors. Gender may (a) influence public perceptions of immigrant criminality, (b) mediate the criminogenic effects of governmental policy on immigration, (c) affect both domestic violence crime rates and official awareness of those rates, and (d) be used to encourage social solidarity as well as political involvement, both of which may dampen criminal behaviors. These assertions are merely suggestive at this point, and subsequent research must examine these and other claims if, in the spirit of the essay’s title, it will complicate and broaden understandings of the relationship between crime and immigration.

Further research is vital for understanding the demographic conditions that are most conducive to the acceptance of immigrants, documented and undocumented alike. While this essay cites studies that buttress the claim that the prevalence of women and family units can “transform” immigrants into de facto community members who are viewed as part of the community bulwark against such threats as criminality—at least on a level of legal consciousness—this claim has never been explicitly evaluated. Research on this issue might provide new insights into the complexities inherent in the relationship between immigration, crime, and perceptions of criminality.
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Notes:

(1) Obviously, other sociocultural attributes are important in this regard as well. A number of studies, for instance, pinpoint the importance of class to the process of integration (see, e.g., Portes and Rumbaut 2006; Brettell 2008).
A mother’s parental rights can also be adversely affected if she loses the financial support of a detained or deported partner, or when domestic violence is reported to child protective services (Race Forward 2011; Dreby 2012).

The gendered implications of this dissonant acculturation have not yet been adequately explored, but existing studies suggest that males may be more at risk than females because of the perceived need to show masculinity in situations in which immigrants have few financial or social resources (see Bourgois 1996).

The costs of training officers to implement federal policy may also drain resources that may have been directed toward community policing and public safety and, as Khashu (2009) argues, authorizing local officers to detain persons suspected of immigration violations might also increase racial profiling.
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